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To the average eye, finding a connection between the lush landscape of El 
Salvador, the starkness of Antarctica, and the rustic farmlands of Tennessee might seem 
difficult.  To Memphis artist Janet Beaver, that challenge drives her.

Beaver was born in Florida but has lived most of her life in Memphis.  She 
studied at the Memphis College of Art and found her calling amidst canvas and paint.  “I 
studied under some amazing artists there,” said Beaver.  When asked what genre she falls 
under, Beaver described her style as mainly abstract with works that are full of rich colors 
and intriguing lines.  Her most recent pieces depicting abandoned farm houses in the 
Midsouth seem to invite the viewer in to discover a story.

El Salvador and Antarctica have both also been among the places that ignite 
Beaver’s imagination.  “My mother grew up in Central America so I have always been 
drawn to it,” commented Beaver.  She also felt as if Antarctica was almost mythical, thus 
inspiring her creative mind.  She has done different series on both locations, but her 
current passions lie in farms.

“There is just something about farm life and abandoned farmhouses that make me 
feel like they have stories to tell.  I always think about the lives that took place there,” 
said Beaver.  She loves her home on a farm out in Tipton County because she can soak in 
the colors of all the land surrounding her house.  She then communicates that into 
amazing pieces that have lush tones and an unusual depth.  In some works, the land 
seems to abruptly rise up to a dark sky while in others the space is softer and more 
inviting.  Beaver has certain diversity in her work that makes each piece original, 
although specific to its artist.

When asked about her favorite artist, Beaver said she loved impressionists, 
especially Chegal.  She did say that her all time favorite artist was Dolph Smith, one of 
her professors at Memphis College of Art.  “He is an amazing person as well as artist and 
I learned so much from him,” stated Beaver.  She takes inspiration from many artists, yet 
she keeps her work individual.

Beaver obviously loves being an artist, but when asked what she would be if she 
could be anything besides an artist, her answer came quickly and excitedly.  “It’s what I 
used to do so I would say be farmer!”  Her passion lies in art but her heart is at the farm.  
She has joined both together beautifully in her interesting paintings.  She weaves in the 
stories of past life on the farms and she imagines what a farmhouse was like before its 
present day abandonment.  One can feel the emotion behind the work and there is almost 
a sense of history hidden behind the drastic strokes and bold colors.

Janet Beaver has effortlessly brought her fervor for farms to life in numerous 
works that can be viewed at DCI Gallery in Memphis, Tennessee.  She truly has a heart 



for the history and the legacy left by so many homes in the Midsouth.  It is evident that 
she is putting her mark on the Memphis art scene while leaving behind a new heritage for 
the Midsouth.  She is driven by various landscapes and scenery, but her talent to bring 
them all together in her trademark abstractions is undeniable.     


